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Embedding of vertex regular maps on orientable surfaces have been studied
extensively, particularly in the case of low genus where several classes have proved
to be tractable. However, the question of determining exact information about
embeddings on surfaces of arbitrary genus has proved to be less so. In this paper
we show that the genus series for vertex regular maps can be formulated elegantly
as the constant term in a series in a way which fully captures information about the
genus. It is hoped that the cosntant term formulation will lead to further study of
the genus series for regular maps.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
A map is a 2-cell embedding of a graph, with multiple edges and loops
allowed, on a closed orientable surface without boundary, and is rooted by
distinguishing a mutually incident vertex, edge and face or, equivalently, by
distinguishing and directing an edge. The (ordinary) generating series
M(v, x, y, z) for a class of inequivalent maps with respect to the numbers
of vertices, edges and faces, marked by the indeterminates x, z, y respec-
tively, is called the genus series for the class, since the genus, marked by v,
is recoverable from this information by the Euler-Poincare formula. These
indeterminates are reserved throughout to have this meaning. A map is
said to be vertex k-regular if every vertex has degree k, and regular if it is
vertex k-regular for some integer k. Maps, particularly those on the sphere,
have been studied extensively in combinatorics, in part because of their role
in the Four Colour Problem. More recently, there has been intense interest
(see, for example, [4, 10]) in the difficult question of explicitly determining
the genus series for 4-regular rooted maps, since this series is the partition
function for a certain model in physics [11].
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The main result, Theorem 1.1, of this paper is a new formulation for the
genus series for regular maps as the constant term in a multivariate series.
Although we have not succeeded in deriving an explicit expression for the
genus series itself, the form obtained is a remarkably elementary one which
fully captures information about genus. The following notation is necessary.
The set of nonnegative integers is denoted by N, and X=(X1 , ..., Xk) and
u=(u1 , ..., uk) are vectors of commutative indeterminates. For convenience,
we set X0=1. For a vector _=(_1 , ..., _k), of positive integers, mj (_) is
the number of occurrences of j in _. For : # Nk, let u:=u:11 } } } u
:k
k
and :!=:1! } } } :k!. We write :=(:1 , ..., :k) V n to indicate that
:1+ } } } +:k=n, where :1 } } } :k are positive integers, so : is a par-
tition of n of length l(:)=k. It is sometimes convenient to denote this
partition by [1m1(:)2m2(:) } } } ], or this in the reverse order, depending on
context. Let pj (u)=u j1+ } } } +u
j
k , the j th power sum in u, and
9k (X, u)=
1
1&Xk
exp {14
1+Xk
1&Xk
p2(u)
+
1
2
1
1&Xk
:
1r<sk \
Xs
Xr
+Xk
Xr
Xs+ ur us= . (1)
Let [X 01 } } } X
0
k&1] f (X, u) denote the constant term of f in X1 , ..., Xk&1 ,
namely, the subseries of f of terms independent of X1 , ..., Xk&1.
Theorem 1.1. Let : # Nk and let P: (N), a polynomial in N, be such that
:
: # Nk, N1
P: (N)
u:
:!
X N&1k
=[X 01 } } } X
0
k&1] 9k (X, u) `
k
i=1 \1&
Xi
Xi&1+
&1
. (2)
Let n be a positive integer or a half-integer. Then the genus series for
2n-regular maps on k vertices and nk edges, with respect to faces (marked by
y), is
2nkk
(2n)k&1
Fn, k (y)
where
Fn, k (y)= :
: V k
(&1)l(:)&1
(l(:)&1)!
:!m(:)!
1
k!
:
_ # Sk
P2n_(:)(y). (3)
The genus series is known for very few infinite classes of maps. These
include the genus series for monopoles [9, 12] (maps with one vertex) and
dipoles [13] (regular maps on two vertices). Results suggesting a bijection
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between 4-regular maps of given genus and all maps of at most this genus
have been obtained by character theoretic means [15]. Generalizations of
Tutte's original work for the sphere [18, 19] to surfaces of higher genus have
resulted in a recursive procedure for constructing a functional equation for
the generating series [2] for maps on surfaces of particular genus. This
approach, involving an analysis of the consequences of root edge deletion, is
valuable for counting rooted maps on a fixed surface, but it cannot be applied
to settle questions about the genus series, which involves all surfaces.
As an example of Theorem 1.1, the genus series for monopoles on n
edges is 2nP[2n](y), and the genus series for dipoles on 2n edges is
4n2n[P[4n](y)&P[(2n)2](y)]. The polynomial P: (y) in y at these argu-
ments can be determined from (2).
Theorem 1.1 is illustrated in Section 2 in two brief examples revealing a lit-
tle of the combinatorial complexity of maps. A brief description of embed-
dings is included for completeness, together with a proof of the polynomiality
of P: (N), which is asserted in the theorem. We prove the theorem in two
stages. First, it is shown in Section 3 that P: (N) can be expressed explicitly
in terms of Hermite polynomials by an argument which appeals to their com-
binatorial properties. Section 4 gives an expansion lemma which is used in
Section 5 to show that (3) holds, completing the second stage of the proof. In
Section 6, we give some infinite sets of parameters for which Fn, k (y), or
specific terms in it, are known. These are obtained by considering triangula-
tions and quadrangulations on the sphere, for which closed form expressions
are obtainable by the functional equation approach described above.
It is hoped that the constant term formualtion will lead to further study of the
genus series for regular maps. Some comments are made on this in Section 7.
2. Background and Examples
Let G be a connected unlabelled graph with a finite number, n, of ver-
tices and with loops and multiple edges allowed. Each edge is assigned a
direction, and is labelled uniquely with an integer in [1, ..., n]. The origin
and terminus of the edge e are denoted by e+, e& respectively, and 7 is a
closed oriented surface without boundary. An embedding of G in 7 is a con-
tinuous injective map =: G  7. Let =, =$ be embeddings. They are equivalent
if there is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism  of the surface onto
itself such that ===$ which respects labelling and directing of edges
(=(e)==$(e), =(e+)==$(e+), for each edge). A map with associated
graph G is an embedding of G in 7. The faces of the map are the regions
of 7, homeomorphic to open discs, which are obtained by the deletion of
G from 7. For further background about graph embeddings the reader is
referred to Gross and Tucker [8].
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Fig. 1. The 32 3-regular maps of genus 0 and 6 edges.
To familiarise the reader with Theorem 1.1, and with the rootings of
2-cell embeddings, we give two concrete examples concerning 3-regular and
4-regular maps on the sphere, torus and double torus.
2.1. The Polynomiality of P: (N)
We begin by establishing that P: (N) and Fn, k (N) are polynomials in N.
This may be done without employing explicit expansions.
Let Q(X1 , ..., Xk&1) denote the ring of Laurent polynomials in
X1 , ..., Xk&1 with coefficients in Q. It is evident from (1) that 9k (X, u) #
R[[u]] where R=Q(X1 , ..., Xk&1)[Xk , (1&Xk)&1] and >ki=1 (1&Xi
Xi&1)&1 # Q(X1 , ..., Xk&1)[[Xk]]. Let : V k. Then, from (2),
N1 P: (N)X N&1k # Q[(1&Xk)
&1][[Xk]]. If s is a positive integer,
[wN](1&w)&s=( N+s&1N )=(
N+s&1
s&1 ) # Q[N]. Thus P: (N) # Q[N] so, from
(3), Fn, k (N) # Q[N]. Thus P: (y) and Fn, k (y) are defined by formally
replacing N by y. This argument is implicit in the statement of
Theorem 1.1, and is used without further comment.
2.2. 3-Regular Maps: 6 Edges and 4 Vertices
The P: (N) are determined directly from (2) as polynomials in N. The
calculation, while laborious, is not difficult, and involves the application of
the constant term operator. We obtain from Theorem 1.1
F32, 4=
27
8
N 4+
189
64
N 2.
Thus the genus series, with respect to faces, is 32y4+28y2, on replacing N
by y, so there are 32 such 3-regular maps on the sphere and 28 on the
torus.
To help fix ideas, representations of these maps are given in Figs. 1 and
2, in which an arrox on an edge indicates the direction of the edge. Two
arrows on an edge, differently directed, indicate two distinct rootings.
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Fig. 2. The 28 3-regular maps of genus 1 on 6 edges.
A single arrow on an edge implies that the opposite direction gives a root-
ing equivalent to one specified. The absence of an arrow on an edge
indicates that directing this edge gives a rooting equivalent to one specified
in the diagram. The bracketted number against each map is the number of
its distinct rootings (the number of arrows). There are 28 arrows in all, in
agreement with the calculation.
Note that the cyclic order of edges incident with a vertex specifies the
embedding. Some of the maps on the torus are obtained from those on the
sphere by appropriately adjusting the cyclic order in which edges enter ver-
tices, in all distinct ways. It is an instructive exercise to establish that the
rootings given in Figs. 1 and 2 are indeed distinct. There is an algorithm
for doing this which is linear in the number of edges which involves
looking at the cyclic order of edges incident with each vertex.
The torus and the double torus are given their usual polygonal represen-
tations (dotted in the diagrams). For the torus, opposite dotted lines are
identified without twisting. For the double torus line segments with the
same label are identified without twisting. When closed cuts are made at a
small distance parallel to each side of each face, the excised regions, which
are homeomorphic to discs, correspond to the faces of the map. For exam-
ple, each map in Figs. 1 and 2 have four faces and two faces respectively.
2.3. 4-Regular Maps: 6 Edges and 3 Vertices
By a calculation similar to the previous one,
F2, 3(N)=
9
2
N 5+
33
2
N 3+
15
4
N,
so the genus series in this case, with respect to faces, is 54y5+198y3+45y.
Thus there are 54 such maps on the sphere, 198 are on the torus, and 45
are on the double torus.
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Fig. 3. The 45 4-regular maps of genus 2 on 6 edges.
The representations of the 45 4-regular maps on 6 edges on the double
torus in Fig. 3 indicate the difficulty of establishing the precise number of
rootings. The determination of this number requires the identification of
the automorphisms of an embedding, which (of course) respect the orienta-
tion and the pairing of the edges of the polygon. The first two maps in
Fig. 3, which appear to be mirror images, are in fact inequivalent for this
reason. Closer inspection shows, for example, that the first has no loops
while the second has exactly one.
2.4. An Integral Representation of the Genus Series for Maps
The approach to regular maps adopted here is an indirect one, based on
a careful examination of the monopole and dipole series that led us to
believe that the genus series for k-poles (regular maps on k vertices) in
general may have a simple formulation. An integral representation for the
genus series for maps will be used and, for this, the reader is referred to
[4, 13]. This can also be derived [14] from the group algebra of the sym-
metric group and the ring of symmetric functions, without recourse to
Haar measure for the unitary group and diagonalization arguments, and is
stated as follows. Let 0 be the rooting operator defined by 0g(x, y, z)=
2z(z) g(x, y, 12z), let V(*1 , ..., *N) denote the Vandermonde determinant,
and let *=(*1 , ..., *N), where throughout N is a positive integer. Then
([13], Cor. 2.7)
M(1, x, N, z)=0 log {- 2
N2
- 2?N
1
>Nj=1 j ! |RN V
2(*) e&p2+ j1(1j) - 2z j xj pj d*= ,
(4)
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where xj marks vertices of degree j, and x=(x1 , ..., xk). Since M(1, x, N, z) #
Q[x, N][[z]], this formulation in principle defines M(1, x, y, z). Here, we
have set v=1, since genus is recoverable, and it is understood that
pj=pj (*). The factor multiplying the integral has the effect of normalizing
the argument of the logarithm to be a formal power series in z starting with
a one.
3. The Generating Series for P:(N)
The Hermite polynomials Hn(x) are defined by the recursion Hn=
2xHn&1&2(n&1) Hn&2 for n2, H0=1, H1=2x. Their standardization
is 2n, and they are orthogonal with respect to the measure e&x2 dx on R.
For nonnegative integers n, r, s, let
r, s(n)=
1
- ? |R x
nHr(x) Hs(x) e&x
2 dx. (5)
The combinatorial construction we use to obtain an explicit expression
for P:(N) is a generalization of one [5] for proving Mehler's formula for
Hermite polynomials. Some notation is needed.
Let t=ui11 } } } u
ik
kx
j1
1 } } } x
jk
k , where the exponents are nonnegative integers.
Let [t] f denote the coefficient of t in f # Q[[u1 , ..., uk , x1 , ..., xk]], a linear
mapping from the ring to its coefficient ring Q. Let s=x j11 } } } x
jk
k . Then
[s] f denotes the coefficient of s in g, the image of f under the natural
isomorphism between the above ring and Q[[u1 , ..., uk]][[x1 , ..., xk]].
Lemma 3.1. If : # Nk, then with the convention that ik+1=i1 ,
P:(N)= :
0i1 , ..., ikN&1
`
k
j=1
1
2ijij !
ij , ij+1(:j),
Proof. Let Q:(N) denote the expression on the righthand side. We
establish the result by showing that P:(N), defined by (2), and Q:(N) have
the same generating series. Then
Q:(N)=:! [u:][(x1 } } } xk)N&1] 8k( 12x, u) `
k
i=1
(1&xi)&1, (6)
where
8k(x, u)= :
n1 , ..., nk0
i1 , ..., ik0
`
k
j=1
ij , ij+1(nj)
xijj u
nj
j
ij ! nj !
. (7)
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We determine an explicit expression for 8k , and thence the generating
series for Q:(N). The generating series for Hermite polynomials is
n0 Hn(x) tnn!=e2xt&t
2
so, by completing the square,
:
r, s, n0
r, s(n)
yr
r!
zs
s!
un
n!
=
1
- ? |R e
&t2+ut+2ty&y2+2tz&z2 dt=e(12):u2+uy+uz+;yz,
where := 12 and ;=2. It is convenient to rewrite this as
:
ij , ij+1 , nj0
ij , ij+1(nj)
xijj
ij!
xij+1j+1
ij+1!
unjj
nj !
=e(12):uj
2+ujxj+ujxj+1+;xj xj+1, (8)
where, for the purposes of the following combinatorial argument, : and ;
are to be regarded as indeterminates, so r, s(n) is a polynomial in : and
;. The argument is sufficiently indirect that it is useful to outline the main
points before using it.
Our strategy is to give a set Gj of combinatorial structures (in fact,
graphs) counted by the righthand side of (8). A structure in Gj is the dis-
joint union of its primes (in fact, connected components) which, from (8),
are counted by the series
1
2:u
2
j +ujxj+ujxj+1+;xjxj+1,
and it is an easy matter to create a prime structure counted by this series.
This then identifies r, s(n) as the number of elements in Gj of a particular
weight specified by (r, s, n). We then give an operation (denoted by h)
acting on G1 , ..., Gk which yields a set G1 h } } } h Gk of structures counted
by the righthand side of (7). An explicit expression is derived for the
generating series 8k for the latter set by regarding each structure as the
union of its primes, and by characterizing the set H of all such primes (in
fact, cycles and paths). The examination of H involves a case analysis.
Let V be a set of vertices. We write [A1 , ..., Ar] & V to indicate that
[A1 , ..., Ar] is a (set) partition of V. Let [U, X] & V, where
[U1 , ..., Uk] & U, [X1 , ..., Xk] & X. For each j such that 1 jk, let
[Uj , Xj+1 , Xj] & Vj . If A, BV then [a, b] is said to be an edge with
ends in A_B if a # A and b # B.
A perfect 1-matching is a graph, all of whose vertices are monovalent. Let
Gj be the set of all graphs whose induced subgraphs on Vj are perfect
1-matchings, whose induced subgraphs on V&Vj contain only isolated
vertices, and whose edges are restricted to have ends in Uj_Uj , Uj_Xj ,
Uj_Xj+1 or Xj_Xj+1. Note that k+1 is to be regarded as 1, so the edge
sets for Gk are Uk_Uk , Uk_Xk , Uk_X1 , and Xk_X1 .
Let uj , xj mark vertices in Uj , Xj , respectively, and let :, ; mark edges
with ends in Uj_Uj and Xj_Xj+1 , respectively. The subsequent generating
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series are to be exponential in uj , xj and ordinary in :, ;. The generating
series for an edge with ends in Uj_Uj , Uj_Xj , Uj_Xj+1 , Xj_Xj+1 are
therefore 12:u
2
j , uj xj , ujxj+1 and ;xjxj+1, respectively. Thus, for non-
negative integers a, b, we identify [:a;b] ij , ij+1(nj), by means of (8), as the
number of graphs in Gj such that |Xj|=ij , |Xj+1|=ij+1 , |Uj|=nj , with a
edges with ends in Uj_Uj and b edges with ends in Xj_Xj+1 , respectively.
If G, G$ are graphs on the same vertex set, then their superposition,
G h G$, is the graph on the same vertex set and whose edge set is the
union of those of G and G$. If the vertex sets of G, G$ differ, then G h G$
is not defined. Let Gi h Gj denote [G h G$: G # Gi , G$ # Gj]. Now suppose
that the edges of graphs in Gj have been coloured with ``colour j,'' for
1 jk. Then >kj=1 ij , ij+1(nj) gives the number of graphs in
G1 h } } } h Gk such that |Xj|=nj and |Uj|=ij for j=1, ..., k. Thus we have
identified 8k as the generating series for the number of graphs in
G1 h } } } h Gk with this weight.
If G # G1 h } } } h Gk , then every vertex of G is monovalent or bivalent.
Indeed, every vertex of U is monovalent, and every vertex of X is bivalent.
Moreover, the condition that edges have ends in Xj_Xj+1 imposes a
unique cyclic order O, defined by 1O2O } } } OkO1, on the sequence of
colours of edges between such vertices. Thus, it is evident that the elements
of G1 h } } } h Gk are characterized as the graphs whose components are
either cycles or paths subject to the following constraints:
 For a cycle: the vertices are in X; the cyclic list of edge colours
is consistent with O; its length is a multiple of k.
 For a path: the end vertices are in Ur_Us and the interior vertices
are in X; the linear list of edge colours is consistent with O; its (edge)
length is congruent to s&r+1 modulo k.
We consider these two cases in turn, and determine the generating series
H for the set H of all such components. Since [U, X] & V, H is exponen-
tial in x1 , ..., xk and u1 , ..., uk . Throughout, let
Xj=x1 } } } xj for j=1, ..., k. (9)
(I) Cycles. The generating series for such cycles is
;k(x1 } } } xk)+
;2k
2
(x1 } } } xk)2+
;3k
3
(x1 } } } xk)3+ } } }.
The additive contribution to H from this case is
log(1&;kXk)&1.
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(II) Paths. There are two cases to consider, depending upon the sets
Ur_Us , 1r, sk, to which the end vertices belong. Without loss of
generality, we assume that rs. Edges incident with end vertices are not
marked with a ;. Linear lists of edge colours used in this part of the argu-
ment are understood to be consistent with O.
(II.1) r=s: The contribution from the end vertices is 12u
2
r .
(II.1.1) If there are no interior vertices, the contribution is a
factor :.
(II.1.2) If there are interior vertices, these contribute a factor
2[;k&1(x1 } } } xk)+;2k&1(x1 } } } xk)2+;3k&1(x1 } } } xk)3+ } } }],
since the ends are distinguishable.
Thus the additive contribution to H from this case is
1
2
:u2r +
1
;
;kXk
1&;kXk
u2r .
(II.2) r<s: Since the end vertices are in Ur_Us , these contribute
urus .
(II.2.1) Path is from Ur to Us : The interior vertices contribute a
factor
;s&r
;
[(xr+1 } } } xs)+;k(xr+1 } } } xk x1 } } } xs)
+;2k(xr+1 } } } xkXkx1 } } } xs)+ } } }].
(II.2.2) Path is from Us to Ur : The interior vertices contribute a
factor
1
;
1
;s&r
[;k(xs+1 } } } xkx1 } } } xr)+;2k(xs+1 } } } xkXkx1 } } } xr)+ } } }].
Thus the additive contribution to H from this case is
fr, s=
1
;
1
1&;kXk \;s&r(xr+1 } } } xs)+
;kXk
;s&r(xr+1 } } } xs)+ urus .
Since the cases are mutually disjoint for 1rsk, then
H=log(1&;kXk)&1+\12 :+
1
;
;kXk
1&;kXk+ p2(u)+ :1r<sk fr, s .
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It follows from general theory that eH is the generating series for
G1 h } } } h Gk , so 8k=eH. Thus 8k( 12x, u)=9k(X, u), from (1).
To complete the proof, we change variables in (6) from x1 , ..., xk to
X1 , ..., Xk , which, from (9), are related by Xj=x1 } } } xj for j=1, ..., k, by
applying the multivariate residue composition theorem (see, for example,
[7], Thm. 1.2.8). The Jacobian of this transformation is
(x1 , ..., xk)
(X1 , ..., Xk)
=(xk&11 x
k&2 } } } xk&1)&1
and the determinant of valuations is equal to one. Then, from (6),
Q:(N)=:! [u:][X 00 } } } X
0
k&1X
N&1
k ] 9k(X, u) `
k
i=1 \1&
Xi
Xi&1+
&1
.
Thus, from (2), the generating series for Q:(N) is equal to the generating
series for P:(N). The result follows. K
Although other definitions of the union of graphs include the above
meanings of union and superposition, here there is a distinction between
the latter two terms. Let A, B be sets of (vertex) labelled graphs counted
with respect to the number of vertices, marked by x, with generating series
a(x)= j0 ajx jj! and b(x)= j0 bjx jj !, respectively. Then the series
for the superposition A h B is a V b= j0 ajbj x jj !, a Hadamard
product of a and b. On the other hand, if every graph in a set C is uniquely
expressible as the union of a labelling of a pair of graphs, one in A and
the other in B, and every such union corresponds to a graph in C, then
a(x) b(x) is the series for C. Thus, if A consists of connected graphs only,
and each graph in B is a finite union of graphs in A as its components,
then b=exp(a). These familiar observations have been used throughout the
above proof without explicit mention.
4. An Expansion
In this section we obtain an expansion of a particular type of series. For
this we need a number of technical results about the signum of a permuta-
tion in SN , the symmetric group on N elements.
For a positive integer N, let [N]=[1, ..., N]. We write :=
(:1 , ..., :r) _&[N] to indicate that : is an ordered (set) partition of [N].
If ;=(;1 , ..., ;r) _&[N] and |;j|=|:j| , j=1, ..., r, write ;t:. If
_: [N][[N], a bijection, let !j be the restriction of _ to :j , so !j : :j[;j ,
for j=1, ..., r, where ;t:. An inversion for (!i , !j), with i{ j, is (s, t) #
:i_:j , such that s<t and !i (s)>!j (t), or s>t and !i (s)<!j (t). If i= j, we
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speak of inversions for !i . Their numbers are denoted by inv(!i , !j), and
inv(!i), respectively.
The proof of the next result is left to the reader. The details themselves
are of little relevance to the main subject matter.
Proposition 4.1. When i # ##$[N], let index(i, #$)=j where i is the
j-th smallest element of #$. Let {(#, #$)=i # # index(i, #$) and let 3(:)=
ri=1 {(:i , :i _ } } } _ :r). Then, in the above notation 1i< jr inv(!i , !j)#
3(:)+3(;) (mod 2).
Lemma 4.2. In the above notation, sgn(_)=sgn(!1) } } } sgn(!r) } |(:, ;),
where |(:, ;)=(&1)3(:)+3(;).
Proof. This is a consequence of the well known facts that sgn(_)=
(&1)inv(_) and that inv(_)=ri=1 inv(!i)+1i< jr inv(!i , !j), and
Proposition 4.1. K
Corollary 4.3. Let A1 , ..., Ar be N_N matrices. Let [Aj [:j | ;j]] p, q=
[Aj]s, t , the (s, t)-element of Aj , where p=index(s, :j) and q=index(t, ;j).
In the above notation,
det(A1+ } } } +Ar)= :
:t; _&[N]
|(:, ;) `
r
j=1
det(Aj [:j | ;j]).
Proof. The result for r=2, which is well known, follows from
Lemma 4.2, with r=2. The corollary follows by repeated application of
this. K
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section, which
is an expansion of a particular type of series.
Lemma 4.4. Let d%=d%1 d%2 } } } and let ,i, j be a function defined on the
nonnegative integers. Then
log {1+:% d%S%x
|%|==:% (&1)
l(%)&1 1
l(%)
d% R%x |%|
where both sums are over partitions, and
S%=
1
m(%)!
:
_ # Sl(%)
sgn(_) :
0i1 , ..., il(%)N&1
`
l(%)
r=1
,ir , i_(r)(%r),
R%=
1
m(%)!
:
_ # Sl(%)
:
0i1 , ..., il(%)N&1
`
l(%)
r=1
,ir , ir+1(%_(r)).
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Proof. Let Fk=[,i, j (k)]N_N , where the rows and columns are indexed
from 0. S% is an alternating function of the rows of the Fk , so we may
regard i1 , ..., il as distinct. Let #=[i1 , ..., il] and :=(:1 , ..., :r) _&#,
;=(;1 , ..., ;r) _&#. Now >lr=1 ,ir , i_(r)(%r)=>
l
r=1[F%r]ir , i_(r) . We can
rewrite this product by considering the term arising from Fj . These con-
tribute a multiplicative factor >mj (%)r=1 [Fj]:jr ,;j!j (r) , where :j=[:
1
j , ..., :
mj (%)
j ],
;j=[;1j , ..., ;
mj (%)
j ], and !j=_ |:j , where !j : :j[;j . Note that :j is con-
structed mj (%) times in the sum over i1 , ..., il . Then, from Lemma 4.2
:
%
d%S% x |%|= :
l1
:
|#|=l
#[0, ..., N&1]
:
:t; _&#
|(:, ;)
_ `
l
j=1
:
!j : :j [;j
(sgn !j) djx j `
|:j|
r=1
[Fj]:jr ,;j!j (r)
= :
l1
:
|#|=l
#[0, ..., N&1]
:
:t; _&#
|(:, ;) `
l
j=1
det((djx j Fj)[:j | ;j]).
Let M=d1x F1+d2x2 F2+ } } }. Then
1+:
%
d%S% x |%|= :
#[0, ..., N&1]
det M[# | #]=det(I+M),
from Corollary 4.3, the first equality from a general application and the
second with r=2. Similarly,
R%=
1
m(%)!
:
_ # Sl(%)
:
0i1 , ..., il(%)N&1
`
l(%)
r=1
[F%_(r)] ir , ir+1
=[t%] trace(t1 F1+t2 F2+ } } } )l(%).
Thus
:
%
(&1) l(%)&1
1
l(%)
d%R%x |%|=trace log(I+M).
Note that det M, det(I+M), and log(I+M) are matrices whose elements
are formal power series in x, since the elements of M are formal power
series in x with zero as their constant terms. The result now follows by
Jacobi's theorem for the ring of such matrices (see, for example, [7],
para. 1.1.10.5). K
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5. The Genus Series for Regular Maps
In view of (4), we require properties of the integral
I(N)( f )=|
RN
f (*) V 2(*) e&p2 d*,
where f # C[[*]]. For convenience we abbreviate I(N) to I, since N is
fixed throughout. Part (1) of the next lemma is well known, and is related
to the volume of the unitary group.
Lemma 5.1. Let n, k, k1 , ..., kl be positive integers and let (N) l denote the
falling factorial N(N&1) } } } (N&l+1). Then
(1) I(1)=- ?N 1! } } } N !- 2N(N&1),
(2) I( pkn)= :
% |&k
k !
%! m(%)!
(N) l I(*n%11 } } } *
n%l
l ),
(3) I(*k11 } } } *
kl
l )=
I(1)
(N) l
:
0;1 , ..., ;lN&1
:
? # S1
sgn(?) `
l
j=1
;j ,;?( j)(kj)
2;j;j !
.
Proof. (1) Direct from orthogonality R Hm(x) Hn(x) e
&x2 dx=
2nn! - ? $m,n and the standardization of the Hermite polynomials.
(2) Let ? # Sl and let k1 , ..., kl1 be integers. We assert that
I(*k1?(1) } } } *
kl
?(l))=I(*
k1
1 } } } *
kl
l ). To see this, note that both sides are non-
negative, and are zero only when at least one of the kj is zero, where
1 jl. Let _ # SN be any permutation whose restriction to [1, ..., l] is
?&1, and let +?( j)=*j , j=1, ..., N. Then the Jacobian of this transformation
is J(*, +)=sgn(_), so |J(*, +)|=1, and the assertion follows.
It is easily shown that
pk1= :
% |&k
k !
% !
:
: # [1, ..., N]l
:*
? # Sl
*%?(1):1 } } } *
%?(l)
:l
where the second summation is over all distinct permutations of %=
(%1 , ..., %l). Then (2) follows by replacing *j by *nj for j=1, ..., N and by
applying I across the resulting expression for pkn .
(3) From the standardization of the Hermite polynomials, and the
appropriate elementary operations on the Vandermonde matrix
V(*)=
1
- 2N(N&1)
det[Hj&1(*i)] i, j # [1, ..., N] .
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Let Ik denote I(*k11 } } } *
kl
l ). By expanding the determinants and using the
orthogonality of the Hermite polynomials,
Ik=
I(1)
N !
:*
_, \ # SN
sgn(_\) `
l
j=1
1
- ? 2_( j)&1(_( j)&1)!
_|
R
xkjH_( j)&1(x) H\( j)&1(x) e&x
2 dx
where the sum is over all _, \ # SN whose restrictions to [1, ..., N&l] are
equal. We have also used Lemma 5.1(1). Let : be the subset of [1, ..., N]
on which this common restriction of _ and \ acts, and let ;=[;1 , ..., ;l]
be the complement of : with one having been subtracted from each of its
elements. Then
Ik=
I(1)
(N) l
:
0;1< } } } <;lN&1
:
_, \ # Sl
sgn(_\) `
l
j=1
1
2;_( j);_( j)!
;_( j) , ;\( j)(kj).
Let ? be the permutation such that \=?_. Then by reordering the product
over j and the sum over _,
Ik=
I(1)
(N) l
:
0;1< } } } <;lN&1
:
_,? # Sl
sgn(?) `
l
j=1
1
2;j;j !
;j , ;?( j)(k_( j))
=
I(1)
(N) l
:**
0;1 , ..., ;lN&1
:
? # Sl
sgn(?) `
l
j=1
1
2;j;j !
;j , ;?( j)(kj),
where the sum ** is over all ; with distinct elements. The strict
inequalities on ;1 , ..., ;l can be weakened since the operand of the summa-
tion over these variables is an alternating function of them. This gives the
result. K
With these preliminaries, we may now prove the main theorem by estab-
lishing (3).
Proof of Theorem 1.1. From the integral representation (4) for the
genus series for maps, the genus series for regular maps is W(z, y) where
W(z, N)=2z

z
:
n1
An2
and
An=log { - 2
N2
- 2?N >Nj=1 j !
|
RN
V 2(*) e&p2+(12n)(2z)n xp2n d*= .
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But, from Lemma 5.1(1), the constant term of the argument of the
logarithm is equal to one, so
An=log {1+ :j1
Gj (n, N)
2 jj ! n j2nj
znjx j= (10)
where
Gk(n, N)=
- 2N 2+2kn
- 2?N >Nj=1 j !
|
RN
V 2(*) e&p2pk2n d*.
Then, from Lemma 5.1(2), (3)
Gk(n, N)=2kn :
% |&k
k !
m(%)! %!
:
; # Sl(%)
sgn(;)
_ :
0i1 , ..., il(%)N&1
`
l(%)
j=1
1
2ijij !
ij , i;( j)(2n%j).
Thus, from (10) and Lemma 4.4,
An=:
%
(&1) l(%)&1
1
l(%)
1
%! m(%)! \
x
2n
(2z)n+
|%|
l(%)! P2n%(N),
and the result follows. K
6. Two Specializations
We return to the polynomial Fn,k( y) in y defined in Theorem 1.1. It has
already been remarked that [ y j] Fn, 1( y) and [ y j] Fn, 2( y) are known
explicitly from the genus series for monopoles and dipoles, respectively.
These are two doubly-infinite families of values. In this section we give two
singly-infinite families of specific terms of Fn, k( y), for two values of n,
which also have closed explicit expressions. This is done by considering
regular maps on the sphere. We give two examples of this. It would be
desirable to establish the results directly.
6.1. Triangulations
We modify Tutte's original argument for rooted triangulations with no
loops or multiple edges. Let T(z) be the generating series for the number
of rooted triangulations in the sphere with respect to edges marked by z.
Let N(s, z) denote the generating series for near-triangulations (the root
face is not necessarily a triangle) on the sphere; s marks the number of
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edges in the root face, and z marks the number of edges. Then N(0, 0)=1.
Let L(z)=[s] N(s, z), the generating series for all near-triangulations
whose root edges are loops. Now consider the effect of deleting the root
edge from rooted maps. There are three cases. The contribution to L from
the vertex map (the rooted map consisting of a single vertex) is 1. Maps in
which the root edge is a cut edge (an edge whose deletion separates the
map) contribute s2zN 2 to L since such a map decomposes into an ordered
pair of maps whose roots can be uniquely assigned. The remaining maps
in which the root edge is not a cut edge (the root face therefore has degree
at least two) contribute s&1z(N&sL&1) to L. It follows that L and N
satisfy the functional equation s3zN 2+(z&s) N+(s&z)&szL=0. By
applying [s2] and [s3] to this, it is easily seen that z[s2] N&L=0, and
z+zT&[s2] N=0, so
T(z)=z&2L&1. (11)
Now [2s3zN+z&s]2=4z2s4L+4zs3(z&s)+(z&s)2=D, say, from the
functional equation, by first completing the square. Let s=:(z) be a root
of 2s3zN+z&s=0. Thus s=:(z) is a double root of D, and so : satisfies
D=0 and Ds=0 at s=:. Thus
4z2:4L+4z:3(z&:)+(z&:)2=0
(12)
16z2:3L+12z:2(z&:)&4z:3&2(z&:)=0.
L can be eliminated between these to give 2z2:3+(z&:)(2z&:)=0. This
is a functional equation for :, and L is given in terms of : by (12). We
conclude that
L=z&1& 14z
&1F (13)
where F=(1+#)&1+3(1&#)&1 and # satisfies the functional equation
#=t(#&1)3 (#+1)&1. To see this, note that we have made the transforma-
tion :=z(1&#) and t=2z3.
It follows by Lagrange's implicit function theorem ([7], Thm. 1.2.4) that
[tn] F=
1
n
[*n&1][&(1+*)&2+3(1&*)&2](*&1)3n (*+1)&n.
This can be simplified by applying the coefficient operator, and by
evaluating the resulting sum with Kummer's theorem ([16], III.5). From
(13) and (11), this gives
T(z)= :
m1
z6m&3
(2m+1)! {
26m(3m)!
(m+1)!
z3+
22m+1(6m&3)! m!
(3m&2)! (2m)! =
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so, from Theorem 1.1,
[x2m+2] F32, 4m(x)=
1
4
34m(3m&1)!
(2m+1)! (m+1)!
,
[x2m+1] F32, 4m&2(x)=
34m&2
24m&3
(6m&4)! m!
(2m+1)! (3m&2)! (2m)!
as particular evaluations of coefficients of these series.
6.2. Quadrangulations
From Theorem 1.1 and a result of Tutte's [19]
[xk+2] F2, k(x)=
(2k&1)! 3k
k! (k+2)!
.
7. Concluding Comments
A number of results have been proved about the genus series for maps.
Let \=- 1&12z. Then [2]
[v g] M(v, 1, 1, z)=
z2gfg(\)
\a(1+\)2 (2+\)b (5+\)c
where a, b, c are nonnegative integers and fg(\) is a polynomial in \.
If p, q are the (unique) series in x, y which satisfy the functional equa-
tions y=p(1&p&2q) and x=q(1&2p&q), it has been shown [3] that
[v g] M(v, x, y, 1) is a rational function of p, q whose denominator, in
lowest terms, is
[(1&2p&2q)2&4pq]5g&3 (1&p)b( g),
where b( g) is a function of the genus g.
There is evidence that the a, b, c are rational, and change in a simple way
over different classes of maps (for example, 2-connected maps, 3-connected
maps). However, there is no detailed information about the behaviour of
a, b, c with respect to g. An asymptotic analysis of the result stated in
Theorem 1.1 may give information about these values for the case of
regular maps and, in view of the above empirical observation about their
behaviour, this may in turn give useful information about a, b, c for maps
in general. Gao [6] has given the asymptotic number of 2d-regular maps
of genus g with n edges.
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